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This thesis develops two personnel flow models which can aid the
manpower policy planner to predict future officer structures through
the use of a time-shared computer system. The underlying structure
is presented for both models. One model considers promotions based on
length of commissioned service. The other' model considers promotions
based on length of time in grade. Computer programs are developed
for both models and sample outputs are shown. The programs are used
on a time-shared computer system so that the policy planner can inter-
act with the computer with a minimal knowledge of computer programming,
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I. INTRODUCTION
This thesis develops two personnel flow models which can aid the
manpower policy planner to predict future officer structures through
the use of a time-shared computer system. (An important feature of
this system is that the policy planner does not need to understand
computer operation or computer language to use this capability.)
Computer programs are written that model officer promotions two
different ways. The programs are written so that the instructions and
the computer responses are given in plain, easy-to-understand English.
To use these programs, the user simply types in a few numbers in res-
ponse to questions asked by the computer. The questions that the
computer asks are designed to determine the various parameters that
influence officer promotions and the officer structure in general.
Approximately thirty-five questions are asked for each program. The
actual number of questions varies according to the complexity of the
model used.
In addition to the answers to the questions asked by the computer,
the computer must also know the current state of the officer structure,
This is entered into the computer at the same time the programs are
loaded.
Both computer programs are written in FORTRAN. This enables their
use on almost all digital computing systems. They are designed to
be used in a time-shared mode. The computing time for either program
is less than two seconds.

Promotion and retirement are the chief methods used by the Navy
to control the size and structure of the officer inventory. The size
of the inventory depends on many factors and parameters. These factors
include the number of new ensigns commissioned each year, the number in
each rank promoted each year, and the numbers that resign or retire
each year. In addition, there are many limitations imposed by Title
Ten of the United States Code and the Secretary of the Navy.
The first program developed is called the Time in Service Man-
power Planning Model, and the theory for this program is developed in
Section II. This model assumes that promotions are a function of the
total length of commissioned service, and not the length of time in
grade. In the case of a captain, this might by twenty years. Another
assumption is that a fixed percentage (chosen by the policy planner)
of officers are promoted to the next, highest rank each vear. These
percentages may vary over the total span of commissioned service, but
for any one year they are fixed. Losses to the system are assumed to
depend on both rank and length of commissioned service.
The second program developed is called the Time in Grade Manpower
Planning Model, and the theory for the program is developed in
Section III. This model assumes that promotions are a function of the
total time spent in each rank, and .not his cumulative length of service,
In the case of a captain, he might be promoted after five years as a
commander. Losses are assumed to depend on rank and time spent in
each rank, and again are chosen by the policy planner.
Section IV shows two sample runs of the programs with complete
printouts of input and output. Each consists of only a few pages

of computer printout. This contrasts with the usual planning models
which usually give voluminous output which is very difficult to
interpret by the user.

1 1 . TIKE IN SERVICE MANPOWER PLANNING MODEL
A. INTRODUCTION
The Time in Service Manpower Planning Model (TIS) models the future
flow of officer personnel in the Navy. In this model, promotions are
assumed to be a function of the total amount of service after the date
at which an individual is commissioned an officer. A typical flow-
chart is shown in Figure 1. The data used to construct this flowchart
was taken from "The Officer Personnel Newsletter" which is published
quarterly by the Bureau of Naval Personnel. In the October, 1970
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6 years
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Normal officer promotions occurred at the times labeled "Due
Course." Exceptional performers could be promoted at any time from
the maximum acceleration points to the normal due course promotion
points.
The TIS Manpower Planning Model examines the officer structure
in discrete steps. The length of one step is one year. Each year i
one of three events can happen. The officer can be promoted, he can
remain in the same rank, or he can leave the system. The numbers of
officers in each category are based on expected values, hence this







































The TIS Manpower Planning Model considers promotions before
losses. That is, each year all promotions are accomplished before any
losses are deducted from the system. Losses are a function of both
rank and total commissioned service. The basic types of losses and
the mathematical structure of the model are discussed in the following
section.
B. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Let R1(U,K) equal the number of ensigns present in year U who were
commissioned in year K. Let P2(J) be the proportion of ensigns pro-
moted J years after commissioning. Let LI (J) be the proportion of
ensigns not promoted who leave the system J years after commissioning.
Then:
R1(U,K) = if U<K
:






where R1(K,K) is the initial input of commissioned ensigns each year
and NT1 is the maximum length of commissioned service for an ensign.
Similarly, let R2(U,K) equal the number of 1 ieutenants (junior
grade) present in year U who were commissioned as ensigns in year K.
Let P3(J) be the proportion of lieutenants (junior grade) promoted
to lieutenant J years after commissioning. Let L2(J) be the pro-
portion of lieutenants (junior grade) not promoted who leave the system
J years after commissioning. Then:
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R2(U,K) =0 if UsK,
= [1-1-2(1)] [1-P3(1)]Q2(1) if U=K+1
,
where Q2(N) = R2(K+N-1 ,K)+P2(N)R1(K+N-1 ,K),
= [1-L2(2)] [1-P3(2)]Q2(2) if U=K+2,
= [1-L2(NT2)] [1-P3(NT2)] Q2(NT2) if U=K+NT2,
=0 if U>K+NT2.
This is the most general case shown in Figure 2. It assumes
promotions to lieutenant (junior grade) happen every year, beginning
the year after commissioning. It also assumes that promotion to
lieutenant can happen every year. This gives the policy planner
great flexibility to determine the effects of new policies. Under
the current policy, promotion to lieutenant (junior grade) occurs
once, after the first year of commissioned service so that the above
equation could be drastically simplified into the following
expression:
R2(U,K) = if U<T 2+K,
U








is the length of time for promotion from ensign to lieutenant
(junior grade), and NT2 is the maximum length of commissioned service
for a lieutenant (junior grade).
Equivalent equations are available for both general and special





































This model treats the rank of captain as a special case. The time
in service model only considers the rank structure from ensign to
captain and thus promotion from captain to flag rank is treated as a
loss to the system. The general expression for the rank of captain
is:
R6(U,K) =0 if U<K,
= [1-L6(1)]Q6(1) if U=K+1,
where Q6(N) = R6(K+N-1 ,K)+P6(N)Q5(N),
= [1-L6(2)]Q6(2) if U=K+2,
- [1-L6(NT6)]Q6(NT6) if U=K+NT6,
=0 if U>K+NT6.
This can be simplified if it is assumed that only two opportunities
are available for promotion to captain. The resulting simplified
expression would be:






= [1-L6(T 62 )]Q6(T 62 ) if U=T62+K,
U




where 1^ is the length of commissioned service to the first possible
promotion point to captain and Tg 2 is the length of service to the
second possible promotion point to captain. The maximum length of
commissioned service for a captain is NT6.
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Five types of losses to the system are taken into account. First,
there is the small fraction of officers thct die on active duty or
medically retire each year. Second, there is the large fraction that
leave after obligated service expires. Third, there are those lieu-
tenants, lieutenant commanders, and commanders who resign their
commissions each year before becomming eligible to retire. Fourth,
there are those lieutenant commanders, commanders, and captains who
retire from active duty. Finally, there are those captains who are
promoted to flag rank, which is considered a loss to the system in
this model. Loss rates are considered constant over the appropriate
applicable time span.
C. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Actual computation is a recursive process. Each year is determined
from the previous year's total, and a new input is added to the system.
Promotions occur before losses are deducted from the system. The basic




The basic equations for promotion to lieutenant are:
R3(I,K)' = R3(I-1,K)+P3(I-K)R2(I,K)\
R2(I,K)" = (1-P3(I-K))R2(I,K)'.
The basic equations for promotion to lieutenant commander are:
R4(I,K)' = R4(I-1 S K)+P4(I-K)R3(I,K)\
R3(I,K)" = (1-P4(I-K))R3(I,K)'.
The basic equations for promotion to commander are:




The basic equations for promotion to captain are:
R6(I,K)' = R6(I-1,K)+P6(I-K)R5(I,K)\
R5(I,IC)" = (1-P6(I-K))R5(I,K)'.
After promotions are computed, the losses are deducted from the
system. The basic equations are:
R1(I,K) = (1-L1(I-K))R1(I,K)'
RJ(I,K) = (l-LJ(I-K) )RJ(I,K)" J=2,3,..,6.
Actual computation by the computer requires slightly modified
equations from the ones given above. The computer implicitly keeps
track of the current time I and the previous time 1-1, hence the
first subscript on the variable can be dropped. The equations for
promotion to lieutenant (junior grade) are:
R2(K)' = R2(K)+P2(I-K)R1(K),
R1(K)' - (1-P2(I-K))R1(K).
Similar modifications are made to the other equations of promo-
tion to the various other ranks. The basic equations for deducting
losses are modified as shown below:
RJ(K) = (1-LJ(I-K))PJ(K)', J=1,2,..,6.
The primes and double primes placed on the left and right hand
sides of the equations do not appear in the actual computer program.
The computer does not have difficulty distinguishing the term on the
left hand side of the equation from the same term used in the right
hand side. For example:
R1(K) = (1-L1(I-K))R1(K)
is logically correct for the computer. The primes and double primes
are added as an aid to understanding the computations.
15

III. TlfC IN GRADE MANPOWER PLANNING MODEL
A. INTRODUCTION
The Time in Grade Manpower Planning Model (TIG) is an alternative
way to model the flow of officer personnel in the Navy. In this model,
promotions are assumed to be a function of the total amount of time
since the last promotion, or since commissioning in the case of ensigns.
A typical personnel flowchart using this model is shown in Figure 3.
The data used to construct this flowchart was a transformation of the
data used in the previous flowchart shown in Figure 1. This trans-
formed data is shown below:
Due Course Maximum Acceleration
Flag eligible 4 years 4 years
Captain 6-7 years 4-5 years
Commander 6 years 4 years
Lieutenant Commander b years 3 years
Lieutenant 2 years 2 years
Normal officer promotions occur after the time in grade labeled
"Due Course." Exceptional performers can be promoted at any time from
the maximum acceleration times to the normal due course times.
The TIG Manpower Planning Model also looks at the officer structure
in discrete steps. The length of one step is one year. Each year one
of three events can happen. First, the officer can remain in the same
grade and advance one year of time in that grade. Second, the officer
can be promoted into the first year in grade of the next highest rank.
Finally, the officer can leave the system. The numbers of officers
that qualify for each category are based on expected values, hence this




























As in the previous TIS Model, the TIG Manpower Planning Model con-
siders promotions before losses. Each year all promotions are accom-
plished before any losses are taken from the system. Losses are a
function of both rank and time in grade. The basic types of losses and
the mathematical structure of the model are discussed in the following
section.
B. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Let R1(K,I) equal the number of ensigns in their I-th year in the
grade of ensign present in year K. Let P2(I) be the proportion of
ensigns in their I-th year in that grade who are promoted to lieutenant
(junior grade).' Let LI (I) be the proportion of ensigns in- their I-th
year in the grade not promoted who leave the system. Then:
1-1
J=l
where R1(N,1) is the initial input into the system for all N.
Similarly, let R2(K,I) equal the number of lieutenants (junior
grade) in their I-th year in the grade of lieutenant (junior grade)
present in year K. Let P3( I ) be the proportion of lieutenants (junior
grade) in their I-th year in that grade who are promoted to lieutenant.
Let L2(I) be the proportion of lieutenants (junior grade) not pro-
moted in their I-th year in that grade who leave the system.
Then:
NT!
R2(K,1) = I P2(J)R1(K-1,J),
J=l
1-1
R2(K,I) - it [1-L2(J)] [1-P3(J)]R2(K-I+1,1) if I>1
,
J=l
where NT1 is the maximum time in grade for an ensign.
18

Equivalent expressions can be developed for the ranks of lieuten-
ant, lieutenant commander, and commander. For the rank of captain,
the basic expressions are modified as in the previous time in service
model. Promotion to flag rank is treated as a loss to the system
because this model only examines the ranks from ensign to captain.
The basic equations for captain are:
NT 5
R6(K,1) = £ P6(J)R5(K-1,J),
J=l
1-1
R6(K,I) = n [1-L6(J)]R6(K-I+1,1) if I>1
,
J=l
where NT5 is the maximum time in grade for commander.
Losses to the system are treated the same way as in the previous
time in service model. Five types of losses to the system are taken
into account. First, there is the small fraction of officers that die
on active duty or medically retire each year. Second, there is the
large fraction of officers that leave the system after obligated
service expires. Third, there are those lieutenants, lieutenant
commanders, and commanders who resign their commissions each year
before becoming eligible to retire. Fourth, there are those lieuten-
ant commanders, commanders, and captains who retire each year. Finally,
there are those captains who are promoted to flag rank which is con-
sidered a loss to the system in this model. Loss rates are considered
constant over the appropriate applicable time span.
Losses are deducted from the system after promotions occur. If
losses were to occur at the same time as promotions, then the
19

equations would have to be modified as in the following example for
ensigns:
1-1
Rl(KJ) = n [1-L1(J)-P2(J)]R1(K-I+1,1)
J=l
where LI (J)+P2(J)<1 for all J>1
.
C. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The actual computation for the time in grade model is a recursive
process. The totals for each year are determined from the previous
year's totals, and a new initial input is added to the system. As in
the previous model, promotions occur before losses are deducted from
the system.
The basic equations for promotion to lieutenant (junior grade) are:
NT1
R2(K,1)' = E P2(I)R1(K-1,I),
1=1
R1(K,I)' = [1-P2(I-1)]R1(K-1,I-1) I=2,...,NT1,
where NT! is the maximum time in the grade of ensign.
The basic equations for promotion to lieutenant are:
NT 2
R3(K,1)' = E P3(I)R2(K-1,I),
1=1
R2(K,I)' = [1-P3(I-1)]R2(K-1,I-1) I=2 S ...,NT2,
where NT2 is the maximum time in the grade of lieutenant (junior
grade)
.
The basic equations for promotion to lieutenant commander are:
NT3
R4(K,1)' = E P4(I)R3(K-1,I),
1=1
R3(K,I)' = [1-P4(I-'I)]R3(K-1,I-U 1=2,. ..NT3,
where NT3 is the maximum time in the grade of lieutenant.
20

The basic equations for promotion to commander are:
NT4
R5(K,1)* = E P5(I)R4(K-1,I),
1=1
R4(K,I)' - [1-P5(I-1)]R4(K-1,I-1) I=2,...,NT4,
where NT4 is the maximum time in the grade of lieutenant commander.
The basic equations for promotion to captain are:
NT5
R6(K,1)' = E P6(I)R5(K-1,I),
1=1
R5(K,I) ' = [1-P6(I-1)]R5(K-1,I-1) I=2,...,NT5,
R6(K,I)' = R6(K-1,I-1) I=2,...,NT6,
where NT5 and NT6 are the maximum times in the grades of commander and
captain respectively.
After promotions occur, losses are subtracted from the system.
The basic equations are:
RJ(K,I) = [1-LJ(I)]RJ(K,I)' 1=1 NTJ, J=l,2,...,6.
The primes on the left and right hand sides of the equations do
not appear in the actual computer program. They are added, as in the




The following pages contain a sample output from the Time in Service
Manpower Planning Model and a sample output from the Time in Grade Man-
power Planning Model. The outputs were obtained from actual computer
runs. The form is the same as that which would appear on the policy
planner's computer terminal with one exception. The exception is that
the format of the officer structure table in the Time in Grade Man-
power Planning Model was altered slightly to fit on the thesis page.
The number of officers and the promotion policy examined are examples
only and do not. necessarily reflect the current officer structure or
promotion policy.
For clarity, those items of the program typed in by the policy
planner are shown underlined in the following samples. The actual
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APPENDIX A. LIST AND DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES USED IN THE
TIME IN SERVICE MANPOWER PLANNING MODEL
This appendix lists and defines the principal variables used in the





















The current number of ENS who were commissioned in
year K.
Same as above for LTJG.
Same as above for LT.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
Same as above for CAPT.
The fraction of officers promoted to LTJG K years
aftpr '"nnimiccinn'inn
Same as above for LT.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
Same as above for CAPT.
The fraction of officers in the rank of ENS that
leave the system K years after commissioning.
Same as above for LTJG.
Same as above for LT.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
Same as above for CAPT.
The number of officers spot promoted to LTJG who
were commissioned in year K.
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S3(K) Same as above for LT.
S4(K) Same as above for LCDR.
S5(K) Same as above for CDR.
S6(K) Same as above for CAPT.
KHZN The year to be predicted.
ENS The number of ensigns commissioned each year in
the future.
LEI, LI ,LL1 Early, normal, and late promotion points for
promotion to LTJG.
LE2, L2, LL2 Same as above for LT.
LE3, L3, LL3 Same as above for LCDR.
LE4, L4, LL4 Same as above for CDR.
LE5, L5, LL5 Same as above for CAPT.
PE1 , PI, PL! Early, normal, and late promotion probabilities
for promotion to LTJG.
PE2, P2 , PL2 Same as above for LT.
PE3, P3, PL3 Same as above for LCDR. •
PE4, P4, PL4 Same as above for CDR.
PE5, P5, PL5 Same as above for CAPT.
NT1 , NT2, NT3, Maximum length of commissioned service in each
NT4, NT5, NTS rank.
KG1 , Fl Service date and the fraction of officers spot
'
promoted to LTJG.
KG2, F2 Same as above for LT.
KG3, F3 Same as above for LCDR.
KG4, F4 Same as above for CDR.
KG5, F5 Same as above for CAPT.




LOS The length of obligated service.
B The fraction of officers that leave after
obligated service.
C3 The fraction of LT that resign each year.
C4 Same as above for LCDR.
C5 Same as above for CDR.
Rl The fraction of eligible LCDR that retire each
year prior to the time of mandatory retirement
R2 Same as above for CDR.
R3 Same as above for CAPT.
L7, F The length of commissioned service and the
fraction of CAPT promoted to flag rank.
Ql , etc. The answers to yes/no questions.
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APPENDIX B. LIST AND DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES USED IN THE
TIME IN GRADE MANPOWER PLANNING MODEL
This appendix lists and defines the principal variables used in





















The number of ENS in their I-th year as ENS
present in year K.
Same as above for LTJG.
Same as above for LT.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
Same as above for CAPT.
ti,
- r j.^-.., „ x: „ .c jr.: „ „,...- ^.„„.~,.^.i-^,i 4-~ I TIP ^ «-> +-l-i^ -> v>
I I It: I I QtllUll Ui Oi I atl 5 p I vjmu Ui_u \.\j t-lu-J iii viiv-if
I-th year in their present grade.
Same as above for LT.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
Same as above for CAPT.
The fraction of ENS in their I-th year as ENS
that leave the system.
Same as above for LTJG.
Same as above for LT.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
Same as above for CAPT.
The number of ENS in their I-th year as ENS spot


























Same as above for LTJG.
Same as above for LT.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
The year to be predicted.
The number of new ensigns commissioned each year
in the future.
The promotion point and fraction for promotion
to LTJG.
Same as above for LT.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
Same as above for CAPT.
The time in grade and fraction of ENS being spot
promoted.
Same as above for LTJG.
Same as above for LT.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
The rank in which obligated service expires,
The length of obligated service.
The fraction of officer that die or medically
reti re each year.
The fraction of officers that resign after
obligated service expires.
The fraction of LT that resign each year.
Same as above for LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
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KR1 The minimum length of time in grade for
retirement as a LCDR.
Same as above for CDR.
The fraction of LCDR that retire each year prior
to mandatory retirement.
Same as above for CDR.
Same as above for CAPT.
The length of time in grade and fraction of CAPT
promoted to flag rank.
Maximum times is grade for each rank.
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